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ABSTRACT
Data integration has been extensively studied by the data management community and is a core task in the data pre-processing
step of ML pipelines. When the integrated data is used for analysis
and model training, responsible data science requires addressing
concerns about data quality and bias. We present a tutorial on data
integration and responsibility, highlighting the existing efforts in
responsible data integration along with research opportunities and
challenges. In this tutorial, we encourage the community to audit
data integration tasks with responsibility measures and develop integration techniques that optimize the requirements of responsible
data science. We focus on three critical aspects: (1) the requirements
to be considered for evaluating and auditing data integration tasks
for quality and bias; (2) the data integration tasks that elicit attention to data responsibility measures and methods to satisfy these
requirements; and, (3) techniques, tasks, and open problems in data
integration that help achieve data responsibility.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Information integration; • Social
and professional topics → User characteristics.
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INTRODUCTION

AI technologies provide user-friendly solutions at a scale and efficiency that was not imaginable before. In decision making, AI
can help to eliminate human bias, and to make wise decisions that
benefit human beings and societies. Its many benefits have caused
the AI revolution to have a huge impact on all aspects of modern
human life. As AI is fusing into our lives, its potential harms have
become more evident. We all have perhaps faced or heard many of
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these concerns. The concept of Responsible AI has been introduced
to minimize the drawbacks of AI.
It is known that AI is as good as the data it is built on [6, 10, 36].
This has become the main focus of data-centric AI, where the goal
is to collect good data rather than big data. When data does not
contain enough signals to address business needs, no model can
achieve a high-enough performance to address those needs [36],
hence, responsible AI requires that responsible data be collected.
Since responsible data is often scattered across multiple sources,
responsible data integration is required for collecting the responsible
data. Consider the following example in the healthcare domain.
Example 1: Consider an AI company that would like to use Chicago
health record data and build an ML model for early detection of
breast cancer. The company considers building a model on an in-house
data set for training the model. However, it turns out the collected
data is highly skewed: due to the historical discriminatory policies,
such as redlining, in the city of Chicago, racial/ethnic minorities
have disproportionate (lack of) access to high-quality breast cancer
care [20]. This, in turn, has resulted in the under-representation of nonwhite patients in the data, which needs to get resolved in responsible
data collection. On the other hand, a partnership between Chicago
healthcare and research institutions has been established by companies
such as CAPriCORN [1] to integrate health data from multiple sources,
each of which has its own skew, for reasons such as those described
above. A question here is how to responsibly integrate data to find
a data set that not only is complete and correct, but also contains
enough informative and unbiased features for building the model, and
adequately represents the minority patients.
□
Responsible AI introduces new challenges and requirements for
data integration, that require revisiting different tasks in the data
integration pipeline to make sure these needs are satisfied. In this
tutorial, we outline (some of) these next-generation challenges,
review the work to date to address these requirements, and discuss
some of the open problems and opportunities to enable responsible
data integration. This proposal has four parts:
• In part one, we identify a set of next-generation data requirements
needed by responsible AI. These requirements provide a roadmap for this tutorial, to address them in the context of data
integration.
• The second part of the tutorial describes the data integration
tasks and related work. Revisiting these tasks is needed to achieve
responsible data integration.
• Part three is devoted to existing work on responsible data integration. In particular, we zoom into the body of work on distributionaware and fairness-aware measures when data is integrated from
multiple sources.
• Finally, we will discuss the open problems, opportunities, and
promising directions for the data community to address the challenges of responsible data integration.

Related tutorials: A tutorial on data collection for deep learning
was presented in VLDB 2020, which covers topics of fair and robust
training with the assumption that model fairness improvement is
usually done during model training [58]. The focus of our tutorial
is on addressing responsibility issues in the data pre-processing
step of an ML pipeline. Another tutorial with a different perspective was presented in SIGMOD 2021 looking at the systems’ challenges of deep learning, including data storage, data movement,
and cost of computation. This tutorial provides an overview of
AI-responsibility concerns from a data management perspective
with a broad scope [57]. The scope of our tutorial is particularly
the data integration challenges under AI-responsibility constraints.
This tutorial is designed for an audience with basic data management and data science background and does not assume any
background in fairness.
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PART 1: REQUIREMENTS OF
RESPONSIBLE-AI

Data is the central component of data-driven systems, as “an algorithm is only as good as the data it works with” [10]. As a result,
the first step to achieve responsible AI is “responsible data”. Consider fairness in machine learning as an example. It is true that
subsequent steps of building ML models have the potential to add
bias and unfairness to the outcome, but almost all the reported
unfairness issues have roots in biased data. Furthermore, it has
been shown that in the presence of biased data, it is impossible to
achieve complete fairness on its different definitions [24].
Responsible AI poses new requirements for the data preparation
pipeline, including data integration. In the following, we discuss
a set of “next-generation requirements” to enable responsible AI1 .
Addressing these requirements in the context of data integration
will be our focus in the next sections.

2.1

Underlying Distribution Representation

The standard assumption in AI and machine learning is that the
data used for building models and algorithms is a representative
sample of the data that will be seen in production. Formally, the
assumption is that the training data is a set of i.i.d random samples
drawn from the distribution that query points follow. This fundamental assumption, however, is not always easy to satisfy and is
often violated specifically when it comes to social data. That is
due to the fact that local distributions of social data often differ
from the global underlying distribution; hence, data collection and
integration processes can generate data that does not satisfy this
assumption. For example, surveys may be sent out to a carefully
chosen random sample, but only a fraction of surveys are returned,
with the return rate not being completely random. Survey statistics
has developed sophisticated techniques to handle such a lack of randomness [26]. Similar issues arise when analyzing online comments
or tweets to gauge popular opinion. We wish that the opinions expressed be representative of the target population of interest (e.g. all
voters or all customers), but we know that we only have a skewed
sample with the most vocal individuals, potentially skewing young
1 In

this tutorial, we focus on requirements specific to responsible AI. Other requirements such as environmental impact, while critical in general are out of the scope of
this tutorial.

and more tech-savvy individuals. One recent example of violating
the Underlying Distribution Representation assumption with significant consequences is the Pulse Oximeters, being less accurate
for dark skin [44]. The low accuracy of such tools for dark skin
is due to poor data collection from white-dominant populations,
with different distribution than the entire society. This case is often
called sampling bias. There are numerous examples of sampling
bias, including the HP webcams that were not able to detect black
faces [51] since they collected data from their “mostly-white male”
employees [56], violating the Underlying Distribution Representation assumption.
In cases where the underlying distribution is known, one can use
off-the-shelf techniques [29, 43] to ensure that collected data follows
the distribution. However, sometimes the underlying distribution
may not be known, making it challenging to verify the Underlying
Distribution Representation assumption.

2.2

Group Representation

Beyond the need for Underlying Distribution Representation, it
may sometimes be important to show adequate consideration of
minority groups, to ensure reliable outcomes for such groups [49].
Otherwise, when the “behavior” of under-represented groups is different from the others, trained models will poorly perform for such
groups. Note that this requirement is different from (and sometimes
in trade-off) the Underlying Distribution Representation assumption. That is because to ensure that minority entities are adequately
considered, we may need to train with data in which small minorities are intentionally over-represented [11, 19]. Similarly, when we
are interested in characterizing rare events, we may need training
data that has rare events over-represented. For example, to learn
how to handle emergencies, we need car-driving data with accidents and near-accidents over-represented: representative driving
data may involve few challenging scenarios [45].
The Group Representation requirement may require (almost)
equal representation of different groups (demographic parity) [28,
50]. A more liberal metric is data coverage [7, 8, 27, 33]. Generally
speaking, a group is covered by a given data set, if there are “enough”
samples from that group in the data set. The uncovered region of
the data set is the set of groups that are not covered by it. For
non-ordinal categorical attributes, the set of uncovered patterns
specifies the uncovered region [7]. For example, the uncovered
pattern {gender:female, race:black} indicates that the data set
does not contain enough black female samples. For cases where
attributes of interest are ordinal, given a distance measure and a
neighborhood radius, a query point 𝑞 is covered if there are enough
samples in the data set in the neighborhood of 𝑞 [8]. The uncovered
region then is the universe of query points that are not covered.

2.3

Unbiased and Informative Features

A dataset is a collection of tuples, each defined over a set of (observation) attributes, a.k.a features, x = {𝑥 1, · · · , 𝑥𝑚 } that are used
for decision making. The data set may also include a set of target
(a.k.a label) attributes y. In addition, responsible AI requires data
to include information about the sensitive attributes to identify the
demographic groups. These attributes are required to make sure the
data-driven algorithms and ML models are built responsibly and

that they generate fair outcomes. Despite its importance, it is often
challenging to collect such information. For example, consider a
data set of users registered in a shopping website. It is usually the
case that these websites do not require information about the race
or age group of their users. In such cases, one may consider other
attributes, such as name, as a “proxy” to learn the demographic
information, which by itself can be problematic and add bias to
data.
The performance of ML models and data-driven algorithms depends on the set of attributes a data set contains. Take classification
as an example, where the objective is to predict the value of a target variable 𝑦, using attributes x. The high accuracy of the model
directly depends on how much “information” x contains about 𝑦
and if 𝑦 is learnable from it. As a result, one has to make sure that
the data set contains attributes highly correlated with 𝑦.
Finally, to ensure fairness in downstream data science tasks, it
is important to find attributes that are not biased, i.e., those are
(almost) independent from the sensitive attributes, or at least those
minimally correlated with the sensitive attributes. In cases where x
is biased, the later steps of responsible AI (including in-process, or
post-process techniques [9]) try to minimize their impact by debiasing those attributes or minimizing their impact in the algorithm
or model outcomes. These resolutions, however, are in trade-off
with algorithm performance and model accuracy. Therefore, it is
important to find attributes that are not biased (minimally correlated with sensitive attributes) and at the same time informative
(highly correlated with the target attributes).

2.4

Completeness and Correctness

Collecting complete and correct data has always been a critical
requirement in the data processing pipeline. This requirement becomes even more critical for responsible AI. That is because incomplete and incorrect data typically hurt minorities, further increasing
the data bias in such cases. To see why, consider a data set with
two groups, where most tuples belong to the majority group while
a small portion is from the minority group(s). Now consider, for
example, an AVG operation over a specific attribute of the data
set. An incorrect value in one majority tuple does not significantly
impact the value of the average, but it may significantly change
the outcome for a minority group with fewer members. Similar observations can be made for other data science tasks and ML model
training. Besides correctness, completeness also becomes more critical for responsible AI. That is because the way missing value issues
are resolved in downstream tasks can further increase bias in data.
For example, consider two resolutions where (i) rows with missing
values are removed and (ii) missing values are replaced with the
column average. In (i), while removing the tuples from a majority
row may not have a significant impact on the majority population
in data, removing a minority row further decreases the data coverage for that minority group. In (ii) also, the data bias may get
increased, since the average value is mostly affected by the tuples
of the large group.

2.5

Scope-of-use Augmentation

Collecting data that fully satisfies all requirements is not often
possible in practice. Additionally, some of the requirements may

conflict with others. For example, a data set that fully satisfies the
Underlying Distribution Representation may not fully satisfy Group
Representation. In the end, every data set has a limited scope of
use, and no data set is good for all tasks. As a result, to ensure
transparency, it is important to embed data with the meta-data
and information that describe its collection process, its limitations,
and its fitness for use [53]. Such meta-data, for example, should
include the information about the underlying distribution the data
has been collected from, existing biases both on the groups it fails to
represent and its features that are biased, as well as the information
related to correctness and completeness of data.

3

PART 2: REVISITING DATA INTEGRATION

Satisfying the requirements of § 2 in data obtained from integration
introduces new challenges, which require revisiting different data
integration tasks. In this part, we describe the integration tasks
together with some of the related works, old and new, that ought to
be revisited to develop the piece-part technologies needed to meet
the responsibility requirements.

3.1

Data Set Discovery

In data-centric AI, the focus is on collecting and improving the
data to improve model accuracy. For data collection, data discovery
techniques can be used to discover and augment data sets. With the
popularity of data lakes, data set discovery has gained interest in
the data management community. Data set discovery is normally
formulated as a search problem. In one version of the problem, the
query is a set of keywords and the goal is to find tables relevant to
the keywords in an IR-style of search [14]. Alternatively, the query
can be a table and the problem is to find other tables that can be
integrated with the query table with union and join operations [12,
15, 22, 23, 39, 61, 62]. A complementary alternative to the pointquery style of search is navigation in a hierarchical structure or a
linkage graph [22, 38, 42].
The new generation of data set discovery techniques focuses
on feature discovery to improve ML models by using distributionaware measures such as join-correlation [47]. Given a target column
(containing class labels) and a join column from a query table,
the goal is to retrieve candidates from a repository such that a
candidate table is joinable with the query on the join column and
contains a column (feature) that is correlated with the target column.
Correlation measures, such as mutual information, are evaluated
on the sketches built from the random samples of data sets.
In addition to the research on how to efficiently search, recent
work studies what queries to ask. Tae et al. propose a way of identifying problematic slices and selectively acquiring the right amount
of data for slices of data that cause bias [55].
Data set discovery is the first step towards finding informative
tuples and features (Unbiased and Informative Features). Since there
often does not exist one particular source that satisfies the required
distribution, data discovery enables collecting sources for integration to tailor data sets that satisfy the Underlying Distribution
Representation and Group Representation requirements.

3.2

Data Profiling

The body of work on data profiling [2] and more specifically nutritional labels [53] that ensure transparency by including fairnessaware fields and widgets in meta-data are steps taken for satisfying the Scope-of-use Augmentation requirement. MithraLabel
augments the traditional profiling information with information
about the fitness of a data set for responsible data science [53].
Such information includes correlation between attributes, functional dependencies between sensitive attributes and target variables, association rules to capture bias, maximal uncovered patterns
(MUPs) [7] to identify under-represented subgroups, attributes with
maximum/minimum demographic parity with respect to sensitive
attributes, and the most diverse attributes on demographic groups.
In the same line of work, Datasheets proposes that every ML data
set be accompanied with a datasheet that documents its collection
process and recommended uses, to increase transparency and accountability and facilitate reproducibility [25]. More concretely,
datasheets consist of a set of questions on the collection process
and motivation of creation that aim to cover the needs of data set
consumers and producers.

3.3

Data Cleaning

The rich body of work in data cleaning has a lot to offer to the
process of obtaining complete and correct data sets and satisfying
Completeness and Correctness. To build robust, fair, and clean
models, recent works focus on the data pre-processing step in the
ML pipeline [48, 54]. To enable the best practices of ML experimentation, FairPrep proposes a design and evaluation framework for
fairness-enhancing interventions [48]. In particular, FairPrep is concerned with extending the data processing pipeline with fairnessspecific evaluation metrics as well as quantifying and validating
the effects of fairness-enhancing interventions.

3.4

Uniform and Independent Sampling

Random sampling is widely applied in statistical analysis over large
data sets. A random sample of size 𝑘 is selected from one data set
such that each element in the underlying population is picked with
equal probability and the draw procedure is done 𝑘 times. Random
sampling is non-trivial when the underlying distribution is not
known explicitly, which is often the case when data from multiple
sources in the wild need to be integrated.
In the data management community, sampling is mostly studied for the result of join to ensure the Underlying Distribution
Representation requirement needed for approximate query answering. Join operations are inherently expensive. Luckily, in many
applications, a random sample from the full result of a join suffices
to do analyses such as approximate query processing (estimating
COUNT, SUM, AVG, medians and quantiles aggregates), statistical
inference, clustering, etc.
Initially, two seminal works [5, 18] proposed the problem of
random sampling from join. The main observation at the time
was that sampling cannot be pushed down in join, 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 (𝑅) ⊲⊳
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 (𝑆) ≠ 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 (𝑅 ⊲⊳ 𝑆). This implies that if independent
samples are taken from data sets, then they are joined, the result
is indeed uniformly sampled from the full join, but the tuples that
end up in the result of join are in fact highly correlated.

To obtain uniform and independent samples, Chaudhuri et al.
proposed an accept-reject strategy that first samples a tuple from
one data set then uniformly samples a tuple from all tuples in the
second data set that can be joined with the first sampled tuples.
Finally, the join of samples is returned with a probability estimated
based on value frequencies in the second data set, otherwise rejected [18, 40]. This problem was originally studied for joins on two
data sets [18]. Later, two works followed up on the problem. Ripple
join studies on how to obtain a random but non-independent sample and use it for online aggregation (estimating aggregates such as
COUNT, SUM, and AVG) [35]. Wander join obtains independent but
non-uniform samples from the chain, cyclic, and acyclic join paths.
The samples can again be used for estimating aggregates [30].
Recently, Zhao et al. proposed a general sampling framework
for uniform and independent sampling that handles a broad family
of joins (multi-way, acyclic, and cyclic) [60]. This framework can
be instantiated with various distributions for value frequencies
depending on the available information about the underlying data.
For example, a special instantiation of this framework is the work
by Chaudhuri et al. that assumes prior knowledge about frequencies
and joinability. The main consideration of this framework is the
trade-off between latency and throughput.
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PART 3: DISTRIBUTION/FAIRNESS-AWARE
DATA INTEGRATION

In this part, we zoom into the works explicitly designed for data
collection with distribution-aware and fairness-aware measures in
mind, particularly those related to satisfying the Group Representation requirement when sampling data from one data source or integrating data from multiple sources. In § 5, we discuss the research
opportunities in a relevant topic, i.e. unbiased query answering
over the data that does not satisfy the Underlying Distribution
Representation requirement.
The rapid increase of the number and variety of data sources
available on the web and data portals has made secondary data
analysis attractive to data scientists. As such, data scientists often rely on secondary data that have been collected previously for
some other purpose to fulfill the data responsibility requirements.
However, since each data source is collected in some manner over
some population, it will have its own distribution, which may differ from the desired distribution. The question to ask then is how
data from multiple sources can be integrated to achieve the desired distribution. This has been the central problem studied in the
data tailoring line of work [34, 37] as well as crowd-sourced entity
collection [16, 17, 21].

4.1

Entity Collection

In crowd-sourced entity collection, the crowd is asked to complete
missing data (specific attributes or entities) in a data set or a knowledge base. The challenge of crowd-sourced data collection is the
open-world nature of crowd-sourcing. As such, users define distribution requirements on the entities collected from the crowd.
For example, in a crowd-sourced point-of-interest (POI) collection,
the desired distribution is that POIs are evenly distributed in an
area [16, 21].

In distribution-aware crowd-sourced entity collection, given distribution on an attribute, the goal is to collect a set of entities
via crowd-sourcing such that the difference of the distribution
of collected entities from the expected distribution is minimized.
Since the distribution of entities submitted by crowd workers is
not known apriori, Fan et al. propose an approach that iterates
between worker selection and entity distribution estimation [21].
An adaptive worker selection approach is proposed to estimate
the underlying entity distribution of workers on the fly based on
the collected entities then adaptively selecting the optimal set of
workers that minimizes the difference (e.g. Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence) between the expected distribution and current distribution. Distribution adjustment is done once workers submit their
answers. For each worker, a statistical method is developed to estimate its particular underlying entity distribution based on the
worker’s history of collected entities so far. Unlike the literature
of cost-effective crowd-sourced entity resolution [17], distributionaware crowd-sourcing is agnostic to the cost of using the crowd.

4.2

Distribution Tailoring

In data distribution tailoring (DT), the goal is to enable integrating
data from multiple sources to construct a target data set that follows
the desired distribution [37]. The DT problem originally considers
group distribution requirements on data sets defined in terms of
(minimum) counts of samples from different groups [7]. In DT, a
user query consists of a target schema, consisting of a collection of
attributes, and group distribution requirements over groups. For
example, groups can be identified as the intersection of domain
values in some sensitive attributes in the target schema. Sources
can be external, accessible through limited interfaces or APIs, or
data views that are the outcome of the discovery and integration
over data lakes. Each source is associated with a cost for sampling
either monetary or in the form of computation, memory access, or
network access cost. During distribution tailoring, different sources
are queried in a sequential manner, in order to collect samples that
fulfill the input count description, while the expected total query
cost is minimized [37]. Depending on the availability of knowledge about the data source distributions, two versions of DT have
been considered. Assuming the availability of group distributions,
the task is to select an optimal data source to query each time
based upon the set of tuples that have been already acquired. When
group count aggregates are unknown and distribution estimation is
expensive, solving the DT problem requires source selection without explicitly learning distributions. This is done by balancing the
trade-off of exploration and exploitation using customized reward
functions.
Li et al. consider the distribution tailoring problem in a data
market setting where a consumer queries one data provider for
data to enhance the accuracy of an ML model [32]. The assumption
here is that the provider maintains a collection of data that follows
the same distribution as the target distribution (the conditional
probability distribution of the feature space and class labels), but
the distribution is invisible to the consumer. The consumer has an
initial ML model trained on some data that is not representative.
The consumer is also restricted to a budget in terms of the number
of records that can be queried from the provider. Upon receiving a

query the provider selects a random sample without replacement
from the result of the query. The goal of the consumer is to issue an optimal series of queries by adjusting filtering predicates,
such that the collected data incurs accuracy improvement. Li et al.
define the utility of a predicate as the anticipated accuracy improvement that the result of the query brings to the model. To quantify
predicate utility, the notion of novelty is used which measures the
difference between the result of the query and the data that the
consumer currently possesses. The higher the difference, the more
information the predicate incurs. Li et al. propose strategies that
consider the exploration-exploitation trade-off. During exploration,
data is obtained to learn the distribution of the provider’s data and
during exploitation, the query predicates are optimized based on
the existing knowledge. Moreover, in the data marketplace setting,
Li et al. aim at finding tuples from a join graph of a collection of
data sets such that the join result of tuples incurs high correlation
between the desired attributes while optimizing data quality and
budget [31].

5

OPPORTUNITIES

Data responsibility has become an important topic in data integration and data collection within the data management community.
While there is some excellent work, as described above, there remain many challenges yet to address. In the following, we highlight
some of the many contributions the database community can make
in the general area of responsible data integration.
Data Cleaning: Completeness and correctness of data is an important requirement for data-driven decision making and model
training. Removing bias from data can be viewed as a special case
of data cleaning where the goal is to repair problematic tuples or
values that cause bias [46]. Moreover, the community has a lot to
offer in auditing the existing cleaning techniques and coming up
with task-specific fairness measures. For example, the new trend
of data cleaning (including entity resolution) leverage pre-trained
models and injects expert knowledge into models to improve the
cleaning task. Since the bias in these external sources can potentially introduce bias in the linked data, fairness-aware measures can
potentially pinpoint the root cause of bias in the cleaning process.
The cleaning techniques are not themselves safe from data bias.
The existence of missing values in a data set can lead to biased
findings and deteriorate the performance of data analytics. Zhang
and Long propose a novel notion (imputation accuracy parity difference) that measures the fairness of imputation results across
sensitive groups [59]. This work offers insights on the connection
between missing data and sample imbalance with the unfairness of
imputation and prediction.
Interpretability and Transparency: There have been some efforts in annotating and reusing data-processing pipelines [13, 52].
From the system building perspective, incorporating these functionalities within data profiles in data science platforms is an important step towards improving the transparency of data integration
pipelines.
Distribution Tailoring on Data Lakes: The DT problem proposes a way of collecting data from homogeneous sources that have
almost similar schemas. The problem becomes more interesting

when the source of data is a data lake containing heterogeneous data
sets. The ultimate goal of DT is an end-to-end system for discovering and integrating data from data lakes, in a cost-effective manner,
into a data set that meets user-provided schema and distribution
requirements. The pipeline includes a specialized and distributionaware index structure for discovering sensitive attributes, efficient
sampling of sources, and cost-effective and scalable integration.
Extensions of Distribution Tailoring: The distribution tailoring problem can be relaxed to consider sophisticated distribution
requirements on groups. For example, a count requirement may be
a range, i.e. as soon as the count of a group becomes equal to or
greater than the lower bound of a range interval, the requirement
is satisfied and the algorithm must start discarding samples of this
group once the count becomes equal to the upper bound. Moreover,
the count requirements may be on multiple groups individually
instead of intersectional groups. For example, we may need 100 of
gender=F and 100 of gender=M as well as 100 of race=W and 100
of race=NW. In the real world, data sources may or may not have
overlap and it is necessary to design algorithms that optimize the
integration cost, using the information about source overlaps.
Unbiased Feature Discovery: During feature discovery through
join, it is important to design index structures that enable the efficient discovery of attributes that are not biased or at least are
minimally correlated with the sensitive attributes, while ensuring
a high correlation with target attributes.
Uniform Sampling over Data Lakes: Distribution tailoring focuses on satisfying count requirements by sampling from a collection of homogeneous sources. Besides data collection for representativeness, obtaining iid samples from data scattered in multiple
heterogeneous sources enables unbiased analysis over data lakes.
Fairness-aware Query Answering: Bias in sources can be propagated into data-driven applications through the result of query
answering. In the open-world query answering, the database is
considered as a sample. A data scientist provides a sample; then
aggregates and approximate results are calculated as if the queries
were issued on the true population [41].
Recent work studies fairness-aware range query answering [50].
The fair queries are considered as an alternative to the initial query
provided by the user, which is useful when the user specifies filtering conditions intuitively and hence is flexible to accept similar
predicates that generate fair outcomes. This work proposes a declarative system that allows specifying some fairness requirements,
along with range predicates, and a similarity requirement in SQL
selection queries. The fairness requirements are defined over count
differences between the tuples from different groups in the query
outcome. It then aims to minimally change range query conditions
such that the query output is fair. If the discovered range by the
system is not satisfactory for users, they can change the fairness
and similarity requirements, and explore different choices until the
final result is found responsibly. A similar problem is coverageaware query reformulation, where the goal is to minimally relax a
query in order to provide data coverage for different groups [3, 4].
Despite some work in fairness-aware query answering, there is a
need to fully integrate fairness-aware query answering operations

into database systems, to build proper indices, and to revisit core
operations such as relational join to enable efficient processing of
such operations.
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